New Extended Change Key

Kaba Mas has redesigned our change key and will begin shipping the new model with each Cencon, X-09 and CDX-09 lock ordered.

The modifications include:
- Length is now 5" (127mm), compared with the previous 2" (52mm), allowing easier and quicker access to the back of the lock case.
- Width and depth have been reduced by 50%, allowing more space to work with through the opening in your container’s door cover.
- Gold prongs remain permanently extended, preventing the need to keep your thumb on a switch during use.

Part Number: 107061
Description: Extended Change Key, minimum order quantity is 10
List Price: $8.00 list price each

*Please note, the previous design of change key will continue to be compatible with existing and new locks. Never insert non-approved items into change key openings of lock. Use of substitute objects with sharp edges or without ESD-protection can damage the electronic card and will void the warranty.

About Kaba Mas
Kaba Mas, part of the world-wide Kaba group, is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of high-security electronic locking solutions. Its complete line of self-powered, battery and mechanical locks meets virtually every container lock requirement. Kaba Mas is dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security and control.